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1. "Have We Been Subjected To Predictive Programming Prior To Covid ?"

First things first what is predictive programming ? 

New 🧵 1/27

2. According to Ohio State

“Predictive Programming is theory that the government or other higher-ups are

using fictional movies or books as a mass mind control tool to make the population

more accepting of planned future events”

Sounds awfully like a Conspiracy theory ?
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3. So we can debunk that straight away, can’t we ?

This quote has come from a reputable university so they must be right. Here’s the

problem though. 

Ohio State has been funded by BMGF so will have their interests at heart and will

debunk anything that questions the narrative.
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4. Researcher Alan Watt who passed away this year more accurately described it 

“Predictive programming is a subtle form of psychological conditioning provided by

the media to acquaint the public with planned societal changes to be implemented by

our leaders. If and when...

5. these changes are put through, the public will already be familiarised with them &

will accept them as natural progressions, thus lessening possible public resistance

and commotion.” 

Understanding The Control is quite brilliant (listen after the 🧵 )

youtube.com/watch?v=h55Ou6…

6. Predictive programming normally is utilised through Books, TV Shows, Movies

and Musicians. 

Let’s take a look at some that have happened starting in 1981 right up to 2020.

7. Back in 1981 the horror writer Dean Koontz wrote a book called Eyes 👀 Of

Darkness. It was a plot with details of a military conspiracy to spread a virus 🦠

named Wuhan 400
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8. Sylvia Browne in her 2008 book "End Of Days" wrote of a severe pneumonia that

would appear in 2020 then vanish. Movies and TV shows however is where

predictive programming gets the best bang for the buck.

9. In the famous 1984 (note the date) 🤣 Temple of Doom movie there was a

character called Wu Han who was an Indiana Jones sidekick. The particular scene he

appeared in was set in Shanghai, China in 1935 where he is shot dead. Watch at 4min
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30sec youtube.com/watch?v=J8Alfv…

10. The Simpsons have frequently been used to inform people of what is coming

down the track. Being such a popular show many would have tuned in weekly.

In 1993 episode there was a viral outbreak of the Osaka flu with people fighting over

a placebo cure

youtube.com/watch?v=zspGAl…

11. In a 2000 episode called “Bart to the Future”, Trump is predicted as President

and an adult Lisa Simpson is depicted as the 1st incoming female president of the

US. Lisa also predicted what Kamala Harris was going to wear on Joe Biden's

inauguration

youtube.com/watch?v=UlvYiT…

12. In a 2004 episode Bart utters the immortal words “See you later inoculator” when

his Doctor tries to give him the jab to which the Doctor replies “he can run but

nobody escapes the needle”

youtube.com/watch?v=V_bfE5…

13. In a 2010 episode they predicted a phony cat flu crisis, a made up disease that

would last all the time even throughout Summer. They even refer to the media as the

centre of disease disinformation. 
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youtube.com/watch?v=ZPrh-1…

14. Other shows get included as well. In a 2003 episode of The Dead Zone called

Plague, in this mashed up clip we see lockdowns, masks, swabs, hazmat suits and

coronavirus originating in China. Best of all is the fact that khloro 👸 😉 is the cure.

youtube.com/watch?v=riPgme…

15. In Are We There Yet? titled The Quarantine Episode, that debuted in 2012, Ice

Cube’s character explains, while under government stay at home orders, that the

“Monkey Flu” is a government drill...

16... and that it is being used to test the emergency response systems, and to see how

well the populace obeys their commands even mentioning H1N1, SARS and Bird

Flu…

youtube.com/watch?v=bKYFrz…

17. 2012 Hollywood blockbuster Captain America 1st Avenger was also used to

predict events. In the final scene of the movie we see Captain America in Times

Square.

youtube.com/watch?v=gZa82X…

18. If you look carefully you can see corona beer, coronavirus, a mask, and best of all

what looks like Bill Gates dressed up as a doctor.
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19. In V for Vendetta the main protagonist always wears a mask. The scene which

happens at 1hr 33mins into the movie is very telling. 

In it see if you can recognise the storyline and any of your favourite movie villains.

I’ve included the script below
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20. But it isn’t just tv series and Hollywood blockbusters that are used. In 2016 in

Trevor Noah Comedy Central’s The Daily Show he talks about a total economic

collapse and the dollar being worthless....

21. ...China owns America after Trump’s trade deals, people are in masks rioting, and

the police have been disbanded and replaced by technology. 

He also says “I miss having a live audience”

youtube.com/watch?v=bvhqTN…

22. Popular reality TV shows are also a great vehicle to get the message across. In

Project Runway a contestant called Kovid made a red plaid suit with an

accompanying face mask in the 2019 season

independent.co.uk/arts-entertain…

23. In May 2019 Madonna performed at the Eurovision. The performance was full of

imagery, symbolism & masked dancers collapsing. 

The following month she released an album called Madame X. On the back of the

album you can see a Corona typewriter. youtube.com/watch?v=VG3Wki…
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24. It wasn't only Madonna who used the Corona typewriter. Tom Hanks was the 1st

celebrity to get Covid & in an Instagram post he posted a picture of the typewriter. 

Hanks then donated the typewriter to a boy called Corona DeVries

instagram.com/p/B92X8mjh159/…
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25. Probably the most famous of all was the London Olympics in 2012. Also full of

symbolic gestures and imagery. 

Nurses dancing, Boris Johnson sick, a virus sweeping the world and children being

targeted. Go to the 47 min mark and watch really carefully youtu.be/4As0e4de-rI
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26. I have only scratched the surface here. There are so many more examples that I

could have used but there are only so many hours in the day. 

Thanks to those who suggested ones I haven't included. If this 🧵 is popular and

retweeted a lot I will look at doing a Part 2 soon.

27. You know the drill 😀 I write these 🧵 in my spare time and would really

appreciate if you could retweet the very 1st tweet. Likes are great but retweets are

required to reach as large an audience as possible to expose what is really going on

behind the scenes. Many thanks
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